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与保障措施。通过 PEST 法分析该行业的外部环境，运用 EFE 矩阵和 IFE 矩阵，
对 HY 公司分别进行内外部条件分析，说明 HY 公司的内部优势、内部劣势、外
部的威胁和机遇等四个方面的情况。通过建造 SWOT 矩阵来备选发展战略，再根


































With the development of the economy and the improvement in living standards, the 
Architectural decoration industry in our country has achieved rapid development. 
However，there are still many problems with domestic architectural decoration industry. 
Enterprise management is extensive, operated only by experience. The absence of 
reasonable development and the misuse of the applicable corporate strategy are 
prevalent. There are many small businesses in building decoration industry and the 
entry barriers are small, which result in tough competition and the less ability to resist 
risks. Faced with sucha complex internal and external environment, how to 
develop in the fierce competition and realize the sustainable development for the small 
business, implementing a competitive strategy become the key to the business 
management. 
The paper, based on the current status of architectural decoration industry in China 
industry development and future trends forecasting,studying the home and 
aboard theoretical researches,analyzed themacro and micro environment of HY 
Architectural Decoration Company which is representatives of the building decoration 
industry strategy. The paper built a SWOT-QSPM strategy selecting model and made 
the guarantee method of strategic implementation. The paper analyzed the architectural 
decoration industry external development environment based on PEST analysis and the 
internal and external conditions of HY Architectural Decoration Company based on the 
method of EFE and IFE. We got the existence of the advantages, disadvantages, threats, 
opportunities of the company. We firstly selected the development strategy by the 
SWOT matrix and then chose the specific situation of HY company strategy by 
quantitative strategic plan matrix QSPM. According to the selected strategic objectives, 
we made the target market repositioning of the new strategy, putting forward the goal 
planning of the development of architectural decoration companies and the feasible 
implementation of the strategy. Finally, in view of the HY Architectural Decoration 
Company, we discussed its strategy to implement safeguards to ensure the process of 
competitive strategy to the smooth commencement for the company. 
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率方面，按同期汇率折算，美国建筑业年劳动生产率从 1997 年的 5642.91 万元增
长到 2002 年的 6455.75 万元，而我国 1997 年与 2002 年建筑业年劳动生产率按增
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